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The Evolution is a modern take on the “evolution” style of 
design that Wayne Lynch once ruled the world on. This 
board has been a special project to us personally because 
Wayne is one of our perpetual favorites. The Evolution has 
a pulled nose with a rolled entry, wide point back for 
maximum skate and whip and a performance rail to make 
this board one of the most giving designs in our collection.

DARK PINE
EGG NOG

8'6’’ x 22.7’’ x 2.9’’ x 63.03L

This is an updated version of our classic Noserider, but with 
more refined rails, concave and rocker profile.  Its user friendly 
dims also help make it well balanced, easy to turn, and very 
stable, all helping the rider get the most time possible on the 
nose!  It's the perfect choice for beginners and experts alike!

TAN
DARK SLATE

9'2’’   x 22.75’’ x 3’’  x 69.28L
9'6’’   x 23’’      x 3’’  x 74.39L
10'0’’ x 23.25’’ x 3’’  x 81.42L

NOSERIDER 2EVO
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Our Glider is a wave catching machine that's built for        
speed!  Its low entry rocker makes it a great paddler, while 
its classic streamlined profile is designed for trimming and 
making it around those long, lined up sections.  Fin it up a 
little smaller to keep it loose, and it can be the ideal board 

you'll ride on most days to beat the crowd. 

10'1’’ x 23.5’’ x 3.19’’ x 82.5 L
11'1’’ x 23.5’’ x 3.35’’ x 94.9 L
12'1’’ x 23.5’’ x 3.34’’ x 104.4 L

DIJON           EGG NOG
DARK PINE    VOLAN

DARK PINE 

ARRIVING SUMMER 2023ARRIVING SUMMER 2023



new model available now!

The Involvement takes all our knowledge of involvement 
longboarding and rolls it into one beautiful package. 
When we designed this board we were out to make the 
most versatile involvement log of all time. Concave in 
the nose for incredible noseriding lift, hip in the back 
for pivot and whip but with a lower performance style 
rail and a modern edge in the tail for speed and 
control. A homage to the past with modern touches.

9'1’’ x 22.0’’ x 2.9’’ x 62.47L
9'4’’ x 22.5’’ x 2.9’’ x 67.03L
9'8’’ x 23.0’’ x 3.0’’ x 73.36L

INVOLVEMENT



The Mid Twin combines the speed and volume for 
paddling of a Midlength, with the maneuverability of a 
Twin Fin. This model was made to be a one-board 

quiver, and is ready to rip in most conditions.

The Moth is the classic speed hull stubby.  An updated 
throwback to the MORNING OF THE EARTH era shapes that 
were ridden in that film. Our updated version has a more 
neutral performance rail, modest fin placement and generous 
rocker that makes this board incredibly lovable. If you could 

travel the world with only 1 surfboard, this would be it.

DARK PINE
EGG NOG

6'4’’ x 21.5’’ x 2.6’’ x 38.77L

7'0 x 22’’      x 2.8’’ x 45.62L
7'6 x 22.25’’ x 2.8’’ x 51.5L

7'4’’ x 22.0’’ x 2.9’’ x 50.96L

MOTH

The Stubby is our very versatile and easy to ride 
displacement hull shape!  It's down the line speed makes 
it best suited for long peeling waves, but it can also 

make any session at your home break super fun! 

DIJON
SAND         SLATE

ARMY
OLD FOAM

6’6’’ x 21.75’’ x 2.85’’ x 45.00 L
7’0’’ x 22.5’’   x 2.88’’ x 50.40 L
8'0’’ x 22.75’’ x 3.0’’   x 60.00 L
8'6’’ x 23’’      x 3.19’’ x 68.40 L

STUBBY

CA TWIN

2023-24 SURF CRIME. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

6'6’’ x 21.75’’ x 2.85’’ x 45.0L

VIOLET

This versatile 2+1 displacement hull was designed by 
Alex Kopps, and is equal parts fast and loose.  It's a 
great wave catcher that works well in the pocket, 

and it can also handle some bigger and better surf!

PRIMER      PINK
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ARRIVING SUMMER 2023 ARRIVING SUMMER 2023

ARRIVING WINTER 2023

OX BLOOD   BLACK

TANGERINE CREAM



5'10’’ x 22’’    x 2.5’’   x 39.0 L
6'4’’   x 22.5’’ x 2.69’’ x 46.6 L

This futuristic twin fin shape is fast, skatey, and fun! It has 
been described as a magic board by our team and 
paddles like a mid-length board that's a foot longer. The 
flat bottom design and chimed rails are the characteris-
tics that make this shape unique.  It works well with 80's 
style twins, a small keel set, or get rad and go finless!

We are honored to team up with our friend Dylan Graves 
on this Bonzer model. Both sizes are made to rip in knee 
high small surf, perfect grinding hollow tubes, or anything 
in between. Have fun experimenting with different setup 
options, Quad, Single, 2+1, Tri, Twin, the options on this 

model are for limitless fun.

BLACK        WHITE

GREY          EGG NOG
EGG NOG    RED

CRIME X DYLAN GRAVES
7'1’’ x 22.0’’ x 2.8’’ x 47.68 L
7'5’’ x 22.2’’ x 2.8’’ x 52.20 L

DARK PINE

FOREST
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The Stubby is our very versatile and easy to ride 
displacement hull shape!  Its down the line speed 
makes it best suited for long peeling waves, but it can 
also make any session at your home break super fun!

EGG NOG

BY BARRY MCGEE
GRANT NOBLE EDITION

Our Hippy Killer is a super fun mini-simmons inspired shape.  
It's twin fin configuration with the included 1" CRIME nub fins 
add frictionless control, while keeping it feeling super skatey.

4'6’’   x 21’’     x 2.56’’ x 30.5 L
4'11’’ x 21.5’’  x 2.65’’ x 35.4 L
5'6’’   x 21.75’’x 2.85’’ x 43.1 L

7'6'' x 22.7'' x 3'' x 55.33L

STUBBY H.K.

ARRIVING WINTER 2023
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Our Keel Fish pays homage to the original design that emerged 
during the 70's in San Diego.  It features a nice wide outline, 
progressive down rails, and a generous amount of volume, 

which make it fun, fast and ideal for most conditions.

Our Long Fish combines the diversity of a Midlength, with the 
maneuverability of a Twin Keel Fish.  It's added speed and paddle 

power also make it the perfect board for most conditions.

5'5'' x 21''    x 2.5'' x 33.2L
6'0'' x 21.2'' x 2.5'' x 38.45L
6'5'' x 21.5'' x 2.6'' x 43.07L
7'0'' x 21.7'' x 2.7'' x 49.17L

7'5'' x 22.2'' x 2.8'' x 52.38L
8'5'' x 22.7'' x 3.0'' x 64.15L
9'5'' x 23.0' x 3.2'' x 78.03L
10'5'' x 23.5'' x 3.2'' x 88.69L

DIJON      BLACK

VOLAN

RUST       DIJON

OX BLOOD

REMIO ARTIST EDITION



Remio | Limited Crime Fish 2023
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Crime Syndicate Twin Long Fish
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Ain’t No Half-Steppin’


